ISC General Meeting -- Minutes
Tuesday, October 14, 2014, 9:30 a.m. – District Administration Offices
Presentation: Literacy for Kids, the Ultimate Superpower
Ms. Barbara Giorgio, LMSD Supervisor of English, Social Studies, Art and
Music, and Ms. Gwen Nartowicz, Coordinator of Professional Learning and
Gifted Education, presented a program to update district parents and
guardians about the district’s focus on Content Area Literacy.
A copy of the presentation is included in these minutes. As you read through
the presentation, please note the following:
Ms. Giorgio and Nartowicz began their program by modeling and leading
the attendees through an exercise in Written Conversation, one of the
strategies district educators are learning and using in secondary classrooms.
Article about texting in the classroom was used as the basis for this exercise.
More information about Dr. Harvey Daniels, a national consultant and
author of Subjects Matter: Every Teacher’s Guide to Content-Area Reading,
can be found on the LMSD website and in the PowerPoint presentation.
Daniels’ book was given to every secondary educator in the district as part
of the “enduring, multi-year literacy professional learning focus”.
“PLC” (Professional Learning Communities) are regular opportunities
(typically, once every 4 – 6 school days) for content area teachers to meet
with each other to continue discussing strategies to encourage literacy in all
classrooms.
“How’s it going?” – Feedback from the teachers and students has been
positive. Anecdotal remarks include middle school student asking: “When
can we do the writing thing again?” and a high school Chemistry teacher
reporting that “students are showing themselves” as a result of the new
strategies to incorporate literacy.

2014‐15 Secondary Professional Learning Focus

Literacy Across the Curriculum

Focusing Activity

Written Conversations
• Directions
• Identify a partner with whom you will be sharing your
writing and make introductions
• Write for 2‐3 minutes on the following topic: What do
you think about texting in school?
• Address your writing to your partner as though you
were writing a note
• Exchange notes when directed and respond to your
partner’s thoughts

• Ground rule
• Please remain silent while writing

Reflections
• What do we think about • Written Conversation
texting in school?
• Everyone is engaged
• Everyone has given
thought before speaking
• Writing is informal,
similar to text and email
• Can be used formatively
by the teacher
• One of many strategies
Daniels offers

Literacy Across the Curriculum
• What are we doing?
Content Area Literacy

Literacy Across the Curriculum
“In an increasingly demanding world of literacy, the
importance of our students leaving our schools as effective
readers and writers has magnified. The ability to read well
and write well has become a necessity . Today reading and
writing are foundational to success.“
Kelly Gallagher

Literacy Across the Curriculum
• Why are we doing this?
• Writing and reading to learn
• Engages and invests students in learning
• Supports students ability to think and question like
experts

• Shared literacy language across disciplines
• National Writing Project (video between 2:47 and
5:13)
• Varied and authentic purposes and audiences

Literacy Across the Curriculum
• How are we doing this?
• An enduring, multi‐year literacy professional
learning focus
• Book study for every secondary teacher
• Harvey Daniels’ follow up visit in March 2015
• Professional learning embedded through PLC
discussions
• Spirit and intent of the secondary writing program

Literacy Across the Curriculum
• How’s it going?
• MS
• HS

• What can parents do to partner with us?
• Continue to read with and talk to your students
about interesting topics focusing on what makes
the reading/writing powerful

